IN PRACTICE

Small children frequently ingest foreign bodies. [1] The true incidence of this is unknown, and most foreign bodies will pass through the gastrointestinal tract unnoticed and without causing any harm. [2] Large or unusually shaped objects, however, may become lodged in the oesophagus and require endoscopic removal or advancement into the stomach. Button batteries need to be dealt with particularly urgently as they cause complications that can lead to extensive morbidity and even mortality. We describe two cases of missed battery ingestion seen in Cape Town, South Africa, that led to extensive morbidity, requiring surgical management that would not have been necessary had the batteries been removed timeously.

**Case 1**

A previously well 11-month-old boy was brought to a local facility with symptoms of a lower respiratory tract infection (tachypnoea, coughing and fever). A chest radiograph demonstrated a circular foreign body at the level of the cricopharyngeus muscle. Endoscopy was performed and a button battery was removed. Sloughing and necrosis of the oesophageal mucosa was noted at the time of endoscopy. Four days later, when the patient’s symptoms had not settled, he underwent a computed tomography (CT) scan of the chest, which demonstrated a tracheo-oesophageal fistula (Fig. 1). At this point he was referred to Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital (RCWMCH), Cape Town.

At RCWMCH, he initially underwent defunctioning oesophagostomy, Nissen fundoplication and placement of a gastrostomy tube. Three weeks later he was taken for right-sided thoracotomy and underwent repair of the fistula; the oesophageal defect was sutured and an intercostal flap placed over the tracheal defect. Six weeks after this his oesophagostomy was reversed. He required dilatations of the oesophagostomy site for ~7 months (Fig. 2). He is now symptom free and growing well.

**Case 2**

A 6-year-old girl was taken to a general practitioner after swallowing a watch battery. The family was told that as long as she was passing stool normally, the battery would pass and that they need not worry about it. A year later she presented again with dysphagia and symptoms of aspiration (coughing after feeds and recurrent respiratory tract infections). A chest radiograph revealed a foreign body in the oesophagus (Fig. 3). The oesophagus...
proximal to this was dilated and had an air/ fluid level, and the lung fields showed features suggestive of aspiration pneumonia. A CT scan revealed a foreign body lodged posterior to the oesophagus and medial to the arch of the aorta (Figs 4 and 5).

The patient was taken to theatre, where oesophagoscopy revealed a tight oesophageal stricture but no visible foreign body. She then underwent thoracotomy and an inflammatory oesophageal stricture was identified, containing an alkali button battery. The stricture was resected and a primary oesophageal anastomosis was performed (Fig. 6). The patient is now eating well and gaining weight.

Pathology

Button batteries are small, disc-shaped batteries, commonly used to power small electronic devices such as wrist watches, clocks, calculators, kitchen scales and some toys. They are typically 5 - 25 mm in diameter and 1 - 6 mm high. A button battery is a single-cell unit, with one half-cell being the cathode, or positive electrode, and the other half being the anode, or negative electrode. Anodes are commonly composed of metals such as zinc or lithium, and cathodes are commonly composed of substances such as manganese dioxide, silver oxide, carbon monofluoride, cupric oxide or oxygen. The anode and cathode are separated by an electrolyte, which allows the flow of electric charge between the two. In alkaline batteries, this electrolyte is potassium hydroxide.

Typically, batteries that become lodged in the oesophagus are 20 mm or more in diameter. Once the battery is in the restricted space of the oesophagus and in contact with its endothelium, which creates a circuit, it rapidly starts heating up, causing thermal cell damage. In addition, the casing erodes and leaks metals and hydroxide anions. This causes an increase in pH with resulting liquefactive necrosis, as well as cytotoxic damage. All these changes can occur within 2 hours of ingestion. 

The complications of this damage to the oesophageal wall are serious. Oesophageal perforation can occur, and the battery can then go on to erode into surrounding structures. The literature describes a wide range of complications, including aorto-oesophageal fistula, which commonly presents as a herald bleed followed by a fatal upper gastrointestinal bleed, bilateral vocal cord paralysis, tracheo-oesophageal fistula, commonly presenting as aspiration pneumonia, oesophageal necrosis and oesophageal stenosis.

Diagnosis and investigation

All children who present with a history of possible button battery ingestion should be investigated. The ingestion may be self-reported or witnessed by a caregiver. A plain anteroposterior chest radiograph will either confirm the presence of a button battery lodged in the oesophagus, or reassure the clinician and family that the battery has passed beyond the oesophagus and into the gastrointestinal tract. When a foreign body is confirmed to be lodged in the vicinity of the mediastinum, a lateral chest radiograph is useful in that it will help to determine the position in the mediastinum and also provide more information as to the nature of the object. In many cases, button battery ingestion may occur unnoticed, and children may be investigated after presenting with the symptoms of complications. These include abdominal pain, respiratory symptoms such as distress and tachypnoea, coughing, wheezing or stridor and symptoms of oesophageal obstruction such as dysphagia, drooling and vomiting. Particularly ominous is a history of haematemesis.

In the case of oesophageal impaction, a chest radiograph will reveal a smooth, round object, most commonly lodged in the cricopharyngeal area, in the middle third of the oesophagus where the left main bronchus crosses the oesophagus (as this is anatomically the most narrow part of the oesophagus) or at the lower oesophageal sphincter. The most commonly ingested foreign body is a coin, and if the ingestion went unnoticed the battery may be mistaken for a coin on a plain radiograph. Clues that one may be dealing with a button battery rather than a coin may be found on the lateral film, where one side of the battery is perfectly flat while the
other is convex,[13] and one may see the ‘step-off’ sign, which refers to the ‘step’ between the battery and its casing.[11] In addition, on a well-exposed film there is a rim of lucency on the inside edge of the battery,[13] also known as the ‘halo’ sign (Fig. 3).[11]

The chest radiograph may also reveal features of complications of ingestion, such as pneumothorax and pneumomediastinum,[4,8,13] lung field infiltrates[9] and proximal oesophageal dilatation, as described in case 2 above. If there is evidence of complications, there may be value in doing further studies such as a contrast swallow examination[8] or a CT scan.

Conclusion

Button battery ingestion is common, and is associated with serious morbidity and possible mortality. Any child with a history of button battery ingestion should be investigated with a chest radiograph, and any patient with a foreign body impacted in the oesophagus should be referred to an appropriate centre for urgent endoscopic retrieval.

Management

Because oesophageal button batteries cause local damage so rapidly, they must be removed as a matter of urgency. The practice at RCWMCH is to take children with an acute history and no radiographic features of complications to theatre urgently, and to remove the battery endoscopically under general anaesthesia. This approach is supported by the literature.[6,9,10,14] At the time of endoscopy, the oesophagus is assessed for evidence of injury (mucosal burns, necrosis or perforation), and further management is based on these findings. In the case of children who present with radiographic evidence of complications or who are severely ill, the child is stabilised from a respiratory and haemodynamic point of view, and then further imaging is undertaken before formulating a surgical plan. This usually requires a right thoracotomy, with repair of the injured structures.

Button batteries that have passed beyond the oesophagus can be monitored, as they usually pass through the gastrointestinal tract spontaneously.[2] If they remain in the stomach for >48 hours, endoscopy should be performed to remove them.[2,15]
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